
•  Cakes – a variety of delicious options has been 
added to the range.

•  Three new options: After Eight®, with refreshing 
peppermint; Lion®, with soft caramel; and  
Lemon, with a sharp fruitiness.

•  Serving and selling made easy: fast thawing,  
48-hour freshness at room temperature, pre-cut 
into 12 equal portions.

Cakes à la erlenbacher
Three new cakes for your business



Lion® cake
This cake is delicate on the outside and deliciously crispy on  
the inside, creating a very special combination of textures.  
Thin wafers are layered between two almond-flavoured 
sponges, which are covered with a caramel cream and crunchy 
chocolate-coated puffed wheat. The entire cake is then covered 
with a mixture of nougat cream and chocolate icing.  
It's guaranteed to be a roaring success!
950 g | Ø 28 cm | weight/portion 79 g | ready-to-serve |  
portions 12 | pre-cut | order code 8109026

Perfect combinations for the ultimate treat:

There are many different ways to treat yourself – and 
enjoying a slice of cake is a particularly appealing way 
to go. We have three new cakes for your customers. 
 The first option is a classic lemon cake that is sure to 
delight lovers of fine patisserie. 

The other two options combine popular confectionery 
brands with erlenbacher's masterful art of baking. 
The familiar flavours of After Eight® mints and Lion® 
bars are a treat like no other – our cakes are the per-
fect choice for fans of these chocolatey delights. 

the new erlenbacher cakes
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After Eight® cake
The fresh taste of mint is combined with the finest dark  
chocolate to create a very British taste sensation. Two dark 
sponge layers are filled with a light cream with thin wafers  
and a chocolate cream flavoured with peppermint oil, and  
the whole cake is covered in chocolate icing. A refined cake  
with a touch of British class.
950 g | Ø 28 cm | weight/portion 79 g | ready-to-serve |  
portions 12 | pre-cut | order code 8109039

Lemon cake
A fresh and fruity taste sensation packed with delicious citrus 
notes, starting with the two layers of lemon-flavoured sponge. 
Between them, there is a light cream with thin wafers, and the 
cake is topped with a lemon cream and white chocolate.  
A relaxing summer afternoon in cake form!
1.000 g | Ø 28 cm | weight/portion 83 g | ready-to-serve |  
portions 12 | pre-cut | order code 8109022


